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Good afternoon.Thank you to Dr. Ray Benekohal from the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign for inviting me to speak.  I am fortunate to be among transportation and safety professionals across the Midwest.  Together, we have an obligation to provide fast, safe and efficient travel to millions of Americans.  While we’re here, we have an opportunity to share and learn from each other, most importantly how we are making our roadways safer.  
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Traffic Fatalities On 
U.S. Highways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration depicts fatalities from the beginning of the 1900s through 2016.  This is the reason so many of us are dedicated to making our roadways safer.  Through my nearly 35-year career, there have been an average of 30,000 deaths on U.S. highways each year. These tragedies also affect families, friends and loved ones.  This is the reason we, as engineering and safety professionals, are challenged and motivated to make a difference and make improvements. Today, I’m going to share some of the improvements the Tollway is making to improve traffic flow and make our roads safer. And I’ll conclude by providing an update on our capital program – the reason we’re able to afford the opportunity to advance safety and innovation.



Commitment To Customers And Safety

Minimize impacts to customers 
and maximize safety
• Implement safety strategies across 

the board
• Dedicated to keep traffic moving
• Creative interchange solutions
• I-90 SmartRoad

• Look to research and future 
opportunities for improvements
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The Illinois Tollway has a culture of customer service. The users of the Illinois Tollway system are viewed as customers.  Because of that we make effort to be responsive to their needs. Tolls pay directly for the roadway to be operated and maintained, and fund construction and rehabilitation, so the focus remains on customers.  This is the main reason why we aim to reconstruct our projects with minimal impact to our customers, similar to a private industry.The other primary focus of the Tollway is safety. It’s become innate – part of everything we do from design through maintenance of a completed roadway project. We’re looking out for the safety of our customers and the workers out on the roadway.  We’re implementing safety strategies across the board – looking at the way we design and construct our roadways that minimize impacts to customers and maximize safety. We’re also looking to future technology and innovation to enhance the customer’s experience and maintain a safe environment.  Let’s look at a few concepts we’re implementing now and then what we’re working on in the future.



Safe Maintenance Of Traffic Plans

Move customers through work 
zones safely

Communicate plans to everyone 
involved

Inform customers of changing 
conditions
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Maintenance of traffic plans are developed with the safety and convenience of our customers in mind. We have a commitment to keep the same number of lanes open as were before construction. To accomplish that, the Tollway uses several maintenance of traffic options. Depending on the project and its footprint, there are a couple ways we’ve safety moved customers through construction:Counterflow lanesAll traffic on one side5-mile-long work zonesOutside-in constructionHowever, just as important as the plan is communicating the plan to ensure it is successful. The Tollway organizes regular meetings at the 21-day, 10-day and two-day mark for each project. These meetings allow Tollway project managers to share the plan with Tollway maintenance, fire and safety professionals in the local area and Tollway Communications team.  The Communications team then decides the best way to share this information with customers and media so everyone is informed in advance.  Some examples include DMS and PCMS to inform customers of what’s happening.



Smart Work Zones

Make work zones safer for 
workers and motorists

Better inform motorists 

Reduce congestion and allow 
more free-flow traffic

Clear incidents more quickly, 
thereby reducing secondary 
incidents
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The Tollway is also taking advantage of technology – using tools and resources to maintain a safe work zone.As part of the I-90 Rebuilding and Widening Project, the Tollway used flexible Smart Work Zone management and traveler information strategies to address challenges associated with work zone congestion. The Smart Work Zone uses fully automated messaging based on changing traffic conditions to help motorists make informed choices when traveling through long-term construction work zones – providing real-time information on travel times and congestion on portable changeable message signs and dynamic message signs. The automated technology helps to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion in the work zone area and improve safety through reduced congestion and timely information to motorists. The Smart Work Zone is managed by the Tollway’s Traffic Operations Center, which is responsible for managing incidents, providing travel conditions and communicating lane closures to motorists. The Traffic Operations Center is integrated with existing Traffic Incident and Management System (TIMS) technologies. This allows the Smart Work Zone to benefit from daily lane closure information, roadway detectors that provide traffic speed and congestion levels, message sign database and real-time incident information. 



Safe Interchanges

Diverging diamond 
interchange at Elmhurst Road 
and Jane Addams Memorial 
Tollway (I-90)

Single-Point Urban 
Interchange at Barrington 
Road and I-90
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The Tollway is looking at a variety of options when designing roadways and interchanges. The agency recently opened two unique interchanges that are maximizing safety and mobility along the I-90 corridor.The Tollway built a diverging diamond interchanges at Elmhurst Road in Des Plaines. These interchanges are designed to eliminate left turns in front of oncoming traffic, smooth traffic flow and reduce congestion. Although speeds are lower, traffic flow through the interchange is more efficient resulting in reduced travel times. Vehicles can enter the interstate highway through free-flow turns unimpeded by traffic from the opposite direction. This project is the second diverging diamond interchange on the Tollway system (the first is located at Illinois Route 59 and the Reagan Memorial Tollway (I-88) in Naperville. Another interchange design was the Single-Point Urban Interchange built at Barrington Road along I-90.This interchange was redesigned to improve traffic flow with one signalized intersection located in the middle of the Barrington Road Bridge. All traffic crossing I-90 on Barrington Road and traffic entering or exiting I-90 is controlled from a single set of traffic signals on the bridge.The new interchange design requires less space for ramps and provides efficient traffic flow by allowing concurrent left turns for greater capacity. The new traffic pattern was chosen because of its ability to move large volumes of traffic through limited amounts of space safely and efficiently.



Cashless Tolling

Eliminates stopping, slowing 
down and changing lanes

Nearly 88 percent of Illinois 
Tollway toll transactions are paid 
electronically

Advancing cashless 
tolling on the system
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As part of our safety efforts, the Tollway also looks to advance the use of cashless tolling. We are implementing technology to electronically collect tolls from customers with the goal to provide a safe, cost effective and efficient transportation system. With electronic tolling, there is no need to slow down, change lanes or stop to pay. This keeps traffic moving and reduces accidents.We have a big responsibility – serving 1.6 million customers on a 294-mile system across 12 counties in Northern Illinois. So how to we keep our customers safe?  Our answer is to rely more on cashless tolling.  We converted our entire system to open-road tolling.  We built cashless tolling at interchanges and most recently, opened our first cashless tolling roadway at Illinois Route 390.The Tollway boasts the highest percentage of electronic toll collection in the nation among tolling systems that support both cash and electronic toll collection, with nearly 88 percent of Tollway toll transactions being paid with I-PASS.  We’re also planning ahead – as major roadway improvements are designed, we’re already thinking about how we can implement the latest technology and continue to take advantage of cashless tolling.



Integrated Incident Management

Comprehensive, integrated, operational approach
• Various operational procedures supported or enabled by technology

Functionality must be key focus of all technological deployments, 
including intelligent transportation systems 

Traffic Operations Safety Committee 
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What greatly helps make our system safe is our approach to incident management. We take a comprehensive approach – using intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and integrated operational procedures to reach our customers as quickly as possible.  Our integrated system is a network that includes Illinois State Police, Tollway Dispatch, local emergency responders and cameras on the roadway.The Tollway views ITS as a toolset that, used in conjunction with a comprehensive operations strategy, supports our mission to provide improved safety, mobility and efficiency of the transportation system.We also have an internal committee focused on the success and evolution of our system.The Tollway uses a Traffic Operations Safety Committee that is cross-disciplined representing all Tollway departments and operations. They meet monthly to discuss a wide range of system performance to ensure safe and efficient travel for customers.



SmartRoad

Provides real-time 
information

Drivers get safer, more 
efficient roadway

Improved incident 
management

Allows for temporary use of 
shoulders as roadway 
capacity when authorized
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We’re taking it one step further, implementing technology that will aid our efforts.As part of the I-90 Rebuilding and Widening Project, we implemented SmartRoad on the 16-mile urban section from Barrington Road east to the Kennedy Expressway near O’Hare International Airport. The new I-90 SmartRoad uses the latest technologies to make the roadway safer and more efficient for Illinois Tollway customers, incorporating active traffic management, integrating transit and delivering a 21st century corridor. Over-the-road gantries placed every half mile support electronic message boards with high- resolution, full-color graphic capabilities. They also feature smaller, full-color digital message signs to enhance communications with drivers throughout the corridor. The signs provide real-time information to drivers, including traffic incident advisories, real-time lane closures and traffic pattern changes, as well as the ability for Pace buses to drive in Flex Lanes.In a recent incident on I-90, I watched traffic center technicians open shoulder lanes and close mainline traffic lanes to further protect the accident zone for emergency responders and, likewise, minimize traffic disruption to the remaining motorists.Similar technology will be applied to our Central Tri-State corridor. 



Connected Vehicles
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Moving forward, we are responding to customers and safety with improved technology and innovation. Connected vehicle (CV) technology is the next big step. CV technology where cars “talk” to one another and roadway infrastructureNational Highway Transportation Safety Administration has proposed making vehicle-to-vehicle  communications standard on all vehicles by 2019 to reduce crashes – which is only two years away.Today, CV technologies support safer and more efficient operations, such as:Local traffic reportsPavement conditionsWork zonesCollision avoidanceWe’re also implementing this technology within the I-90 SmartRoad. We’re launching a pilot program using our own vehicles to test connected vehicle technology. This will provide the Tollway an opportunity to gain experience in deploying and operating this type of equipmentCould also show us ways we can save money by using data collected from vehiclesPilot is expected to launch in 2018 



New Initiatives

Considering wrong-way driver pilot project

Maintaining safe speed limits

Preparing for the future with fiber and power

Implementing accelerated bridge construction
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In addition to these major new developments, we’re looking at a variety of initiatives…Wrong Way drivers: The Tollway averages about seven wrong-way driver crashes a year, but they have a higher likelihood of resulting in severe injuries or fatalities. To address this issue, the Tollway has examined 10 years worth of crashes to identify potential locations. We are looking to pilot a system. Speed Limits: speed limit is something we’re constantly evaluating, to ensure our customers are traveling safely and efficiently. We continue to work with our sister agencies and the Illinois State Police to determine ideal and consistent speeds across the region.  Power and fiber: Power and communications are available throughout Tollway system, but we raised the bar when building it into the I-90 corridor.  The complete camera coverage and redundant power and fiber included in this project will allow new ITS, tolling or security equipment to be installed when needed.  The equipment shelters along the I-90 corridor that provide space for new equipment. This flexibility will allow the Tollway to seamlessly deploy new systems and integrate them into TIMS without major road construction and without breaking new pavement.We’re also looking at the way we design and build our roadways, implementing accelerated bridge construction to improve safety and efficiently during the construction phase.



Redefining Transportation

Rebuilt and widened Jane 
Addams Memorial Tollway (I-90)

Provided new access at Tri-State 
Tollway (I-294)/57

Opening new Illinois Route 390 
Tollway

Designing the Central Tri-State 
Tollway (I-294)

Building I-490 Tollway
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Overall, we’re able to implement new technology and safety initiatives because we have a major capital program. We are in the sixth year of a 15-year, $14 billion capital program, Move Illinois: Illinois Driving the Future. Move Illinois is the largest capital program in the Illinois Tollway’s history. Through August 2017, we’ve committed $5.1 billion to successfully delivering these projects for our customers.Move Illinois and its investments in our infrastructure are creating jobs and spurring our regional economy – while improving access and mobility for the entire region.  With an original infrastructure approaching 60 years old (the life of most pavements) and a continuously increasing travel demand, you can bet we’ve been busy with some major reconstruction projects.  But, rather than just “repair” these roads, we’re taking a comprehensive look at how we can improve them and make them safer.  In addition to performing various improvements to maintain and protect the investments in the rest of the system, projects include:  The rebuild and widening of 62 miles of the Jane Addams Memorial Tollway (I-90) from Rockford to Chicago, a $2.5 billion project completed in 2016.The delivery of a new Illinois Route 390 Tollway – scheduled to be complete on November 1, 2017.We’re also embarking on the reconstruction of the 22-mile heart of the system, the Central Tri-State Tollway (I-294) – let’s talk more about that.



Central Tri-State Tollway (I-294) 

Workhorse of the Tollway system

$4 billion project 

22 miles
• 100 bridges
• Two existing interstate-to-

interstate system interchanges
• Nine service interchanges
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The last major corridor reconstruction and widening project we have left to tackle on our existing system is the section that represents our primary revenue source and has the highest truck and car traffic levels on the system.  The center portion of the Tri-State Tollway, or I-294, consists of  22 miles from 95th Street north to Balmoral Avenue near O’Hare Airport. It will require construction of nearly 100 major bridges and work at two existing major system interchanges at I-290 and I-55 and a future interchange at I-490, along with work at 9 service interchanges (with the potential for more).  Some construction is anticipated to begin as early as 2018, but the bulk of the mainline and bridge work will be performed between 2021 and 2025. This will be the first section of our system to go from 4 lanes to 5 in each direction and will be our biggest challenge to maintaining the existing number of travel lanes throughout construction. We’re looking forward to this challenging project and implementing new safety initiatives along the way.



THANK YOU
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